Go with the flow: Between automaticity and enhancement in control of segmental F0
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Abstract: This study looks at two areas where electromyographic data from the cricothyroid muscle (CT) can be used to improve our understanding of the nature of the articulatory representations underlying control of F0. The first area concerns consonant voicing: Robust differences in CT activity between voiced and voiceless consonants were found. A possible scenario accounting for higher F0 on the vowel following voiceless consonants is put forward. Voicing-related F0 differences on the vowel are thus seen as emerging automatically, contingent on consonant articulation. However, evidence was also found that some speakers may actively enhance such automatic effects, with CT differences persisting through the vowel. The second area involves two variations on the theme of vowel intrinsic pitch. Firstly, in the special case of the German tense-lax vowel contrast, a tendency was found for higher CT activity on the lax cognates. Lax vowels have sometimes been considered a problem for mechanical accounts of intrinsic pitch, since their F0 is higher than would be expected from their tongue position. This result indicates that tongue-pull effects are indeed present, but may be overlaid by active articulatory adjustments. Analysis of vowel height then led to similar conclusions to vowel tenseness. The relationship between F0 and CT activity revealed even more clearly that an automatic tongue-pull-style effect must be present. However, as for the consonant voicing results, it appeared that some speakers may enhance mechanically given effects, in this case showing higher CT activity for high vs. low vowels. The general conclusion is thus that articulatory control often latches onto mechanical effects, and tries to push them a little bit further.

1. Consonant Voicing

1.1 The issues

There is some evidence (e.g Lofqvist et al., 1989) that there is increased cricothyroid activity for voiceless consonants. This may help to suppress voicing by tensing the vocal folds. Results in the literature are, however, not very extensive and not completely consistent. Thus additional data for a language (German) not hitherto studied in this connection would make a useful contribution to our understanding of the realization of the
voicing contrast by the motor system. However, the implications of this activity are potentially much wider. It is very well known that F0 is generally higher following voiceless than voiced consonants (which may in turn have played a role in the development of tone languages). Can the higher CT activity for consonant devoicing be responsible for the higher F0 on the following vowel? Radically different points of view can be found in the literature. Some (e.g Löfqvist et al.) believe that F0 differences are contingent on the articulatory adjustments for the consonant, though whether the timing of the CT activity is appropriate for this effect is not yet really clear. Others (e.g Kingston & Diehl, 1994) believe that the F0 differences on the vowel are independent of the specific laryngeal adjustments for the consonant, and have to be related to a more abstractly conceived [voice] feature, in which the speaker aims to enhance an auditorily defined property such as low-frequency emphasis in the [+voice] cognates.

This is thus a very suitable area for refining our understanding of the objects of articulatory control in very fundamental linguistic distinctions.

1.2 Results

In /C1 V C2 a/ utterances with stress on the first syllable we found clear evidence of higher CT activity on voiceless C1. Whether CT was higher on the vowel itself in voiceless contexts was more variable over speakers; nevertheless, the F0 differences on the vowel were, as expected, completely clear-cut.

1.3 Discussion: Accounting for F0 effects on the post-consonantal vowel

We then developed the following scenario to account for F0 on the vowel in terms of CT differences on the consonant:

Firstly, we contend that it is probably not the main purpose of the CT activity to suppress voicing. If this were the case, then CT activity in voiceless consonants would be expected to be most in evidence at consonant onset. But then, as Kingston has pointed out, it would most likely be too far away to affect the following vowel. In fact, however, we estimate that the CT activity proceeds more or less in parallel with the glottal abduction/adduction gesture, and speculate that its purpose is not to suppress vocal fold vibration as such, but rather to increase the mechanical efficiency of the abductory movement of the arytenoids.

A further consideration that moves the locus of CT effects from consonant onset towards the following vowel was introduced by Hanson & Stevens (2002). They estimate that increased vocal fold tension at the transition from voicelessness to voicing (at least in aspirated plosives) may help prevent the vocal folds from vibrating while the arytenoids are still abducted - and thus help to achieve a well-marked transition from aspiration noise to modal voicing.

A final consideration that can help to explain why CT differences on the consonant can particularly affect the following vowel is that evidence was found in our data (with some support from the literature) that the effect of an increase in CT on F0 may be more rapid than the effect of relaxation.
Thus our basic scenario suggests that the driving force for voicing contrast effects on F0 does come from the contingencies of consonantal articulation, and not from active enhancement of an auditory property. However, overall we in fact favour a hybrid scenario: Some speakers do show pronounced CT differences right through the vowel. Thus, once such an articulatorily-based pattern is up and running speakers have the possibility of actively enhancing it as part of their linguistic behaviour.

2. Vowel Intrinsic Pitch

2.1 The issues

The second area we look at is vowel intrinsic pitch.

The basic questions are very similar: Is intrinsic pitch explainable as a mechanical effect of vowel articulation (see e.g. Whalen & Levitt, 1995), or does it represent an active enhancement of an auditory property such as F1-F0 distance (see Kingston, 1992)? Once again, we believe that a hybrid scenario turns out to be the most persuasive.

This area will in turn be divided into two sub-areas: Firstly, the specific case of intrinsic pitch in tense vs. lax vowels in German, secondly the more general intrinsic pitch case of high vs. low vowels.

2.2 Intrinsic pitch in German tense vs. lax vowels: Results and discussion

Intrinsic pitch in German has often been quoted as a potential problem for mechanical theories, since tense-lax vowel pairs tend to have very similar F0 despite substantial differences in tongue position (see also Pape et al., this meeting). A mechanical explanation would remain viable, however, if it could be shown that speakers actively raise F0 on the lax vowel series. Analysis of our CT data indicated that this could indeed be the case. In particular, regression analysis of the relationship between CT and F0 indicated that tense and lax vowels are characterized by different regression lines, such that at a given level of CT activity F0 is lower for lax vowels. This can be interpreted as revealing the presence of a mechanical effect on F0 that is overlaid in this specific case by active articulatory adjustments. This result thus offers something for everyone: On the one hand, the presence of biomechanical effects of the kind often assumed is confirmed; on the other hand, active manipulation of F0 as part of what would traditionally be regarded as segmental distinctions is clearly a control strategy that is available to speakers.

2.3 Intrinsic pitch related to vowels height: Results and discussion

The second part of the intrinsic pitch analysis points in a similar direction. Here we examined the basic intrinsic pitch finding of differences between high and low vowels. The key analysis technique was again regression analysis of F0 vs. EMG. This revealed even more clearly than the tense-lax data the presence of a mechanical effect: At a given level of CT activity, F0 is lower for low vowels than high vowels. This was completely consistent over speakers, as indeed ought to be the case if it emerges as an automatic consequence of vowel articulation. In addition, however, it was observed that some speakers typically showed higher EMG activity for the higher vowels. Thus, once again a hybrid scenario appears the most balanced one: The driving force behind intrinsic pitch
differences on vowels emerges from the articulatory contingencies of vowel production; this physically given bias may then open up an articulatory strategy that speakers can, but do not necessarily have to adopt for enhancing linguistic distinctions.

3. **Conclusion**

The conclusion of both the consonant voicing and intrinsic pitch results can be summarized in the phrase ‘go with the flow’. See Honda & Fujimura (1991), and, in a different context, Hoole et al., (1988).
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